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Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 System Administration Training KitMicrosoft Press, 1999
SQL Server is a client/server relational database management system  (RDBMS) that uses Transact-SQL to send requests between a client and SQL Server.  The following sections define and explain these terms.

The terms client, server, and client/server can be used to refer to very  general concepts or to specific...
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3D Model Recognition from Stereoscopic Cues (Artificial Intelligence Series)MIT Press, 1991
3D Model Recognition from Stereoscopic Cues provides a rich,  integrated account of work done within a large-scale, multisite,  Alvey-funded collaborative project in computer vision. It presents a  variety of methods for deriving surface descriptions from stereoscopic  data and for matching those descriptions to three-dimensional models...
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VMware Workstation - No Experience NecessaryPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get started from scratch with Vmware Workstation using this essential guide. Taking you from installation on Windows or Linux through to advanced virtual machine features, you'll be setting up a test environment in no time.


	Overview

	
		Create virtual machines on Linux and Windows hosts
	...
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Virtualization, A Beginners GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Migrate to a dynamic, on-demand data delivery platform

"If you're looking to hit the ground running with any virtualization project, large or small, this book is going to give you the start you need, and along the way will offer you some cautionary tales that will even take some seasoned...
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Learning Proxmox VEPackt Publishing, 2016

	
		Unleash the power of Proxmox VE by setting up a dedicated virtual environment to serve both containers and virtual machines

	
		About This Book

		
			Create virtual machines and containers from the comfort of your workstation using Proxmox VE's web-based management...
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SSL VPN : Understanding, evaluating and planning secure, web-based remote accessPackt Publishing, 2005
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) provide remote workers with secure access to their company network via the internet by encrypting all data sent between the company network and the user?s machine (the client). Before SSL VPN this typically required the client machine to have special software installed, or at least be specially configured for the...
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